Givaudan Flavour Innovation Centre
Singapore
The Flavour Innovation Centre and F
 lavour School Campus (Singapore)
• Expanded Flavour Innovation Centre represents a SG7 million (CHF 5 million) facility
enhancement to Givaudan’s existing Woodlands office.
• Investment enhances Givaudan’s innovation capabilities in APAC, facilitating a regional
focus on applied innovation, collaboration and knowledge sharing, to complement its
global network.
• Expansion includes:
- An expanded savoury compounding studio
- New bakery, confectionery, beverage and dairy studios
- An expanded ‘creation space’ with a collaboration area to nurture creativity
- A dedicated space for the Givaudan Flavour School
- Expanded space in the Flavour Science area to accommodate new equipment
- A new fully integrated culinary space for concept development
• Centre will house the Flavour School Singapore campus, the first such school in Asia
• Students go through a three-year training curriculum where 50% of the training is
conducted in Singapore and the other 50% in their home country.
• Currently 10 students enrolled and the trainees come from Singapore, Thailand,
Indonesia, China, India and Australia.
Givaudan in Singapore
• First opened in Singapore in 1992 with a small sales office.
• Moved to the current site at Woodlands in the north of Singapore.
• Affluent, influential and logistically connected, Singapore was selected to be the
Givaudan Flavour hub of Asia Pacific.
• Expanded Flavour Innovation Centre in Singapore will add to the recent developments
in Nantong, China; Karachi, Pakistan, and Pune in India.
• Opened a new Fragrance Creative Centre, Perfumery School campus and
Compounding Facility at Pioneer in the west of Singapore in 2015.
• Approximately 315 people work in the Flavour Division. The total
number of employees at Givaudan Singapore is over 600.

Givaudan Flavour Division
• Trusted, knowledgeable and passionate partner who consistently surprises customers
and consumers with fresh, unique ideas and solutions.
• Four key segments including beverages, sweet goods, savoury and snacks.
• Givaudan employs 180 flavourists today which accounts for 50-60% of the world’s
flavourists.
Givaudan
• Givaudan is the market leader in the global flavour and fragrance industry.
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• Head office in Switzerland with presence in over 80 locations.
• More than 9,500 employees. 
• 2015 group sales: CHF 4.4 billion of which 46% was accounted for in developing
markets. 52% was Flavour sales.

